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Is it Broadcasting or Datacasting?

s broadcasting adopts digital deliv-
ery, one can see how quickly it
evolves into something new. Digital

convergence has blurred the borderlines between
the conventional broadcasting industry and the
communications industry. Content and service
providers can deliver their services through mul-
tiple delivery channels: Consumers can access
services via a variety of means. The future of
media distribution is expanding in all directions.

A concrete example of this development is
datacasting, i.e. the delivery of multimedia con-
tent and services via digital broadcasting net-
works. Industry has developed technologies that
will finally make digital convergence a reality.
Raw data consisting of multimedia -media, pro-
grams, newspapers, magazines, news, entertain-
ment, art, graphics, alert and real time control
systems are multiplexed together as part of an
Internet or MPEG payload. Forthcoming digital
enhancements could supercharge radio
datacasting, providing feeds of up to 300kbps

The DAB Revolution
Digital Audio Broadcasting is set to replace

current analog radio using a revolutionary tech-
nology that allows CD -quality sound to be trans-
mitted digitally along with text and other data,
using terrestrial transmitters. Digital Audio
Broadcasting is a "push" technology ideally
suited for the 21st century. It was originally de-
veloped as part of a collaborative research pro-
gram known as the Eureka - 147 Project with the
intent to supersede conventional analog AM and
FM services, which suffer from interference due
to high congestion and multipath propagation.
When fully deployed, DAB will deliver high -

quality audio similar to that of CDs to mobile
and portable receivers, which typically experi-
ence greater reception difficulties than station-
ary receivers. And listeners will not have to
change frequency as they travel.

But there is more to DAB than just audio:
according to the Multimedia Object Transfer
(MOT) specification, DAB can also carry text
and graphics, including internet pages.

What kind of data can be transmitted? It
can be material associated with a television pro-
gram like Nova - biographies, statistics, websites,
interview transcripts, still images - that enhances
the content of that program. Or it can be mate-
rial that has no connection with any program,
material that you might otherwise get off a CD
or download from the internet - educational
materials, public agency documents, weather
reports, software programs, or video clips of
public meetings. The data that comes in today's
analog signal isn't very flexible - one can't do
much with it except view it on the screen at the
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moment it's broadcast. Digital data, on the other
hand, is highly flexible.

The data capacity in datacasting using
present techniques on TV and FM ends at about
19 kbps; this, however, is where the capacity of
DAB starts. This makes DAB a medium well
suited for transporting data for data services.
Data services for broadcasters of course can be
song-, artist- and program information. Radio
games and hit parades will get a new dimension
using program -associated data to display ques-
tions or artists nominated for the hit parade.
Traffic messages can be transmitted in speech,
utilizing a 32 kbps subchannel, together with
regional labels for the listener to recognize. The
traffic messages can be stored into a memory for
later play -back.

Other applications can be: file -transfer,
software updates, real-time distribution of fi-
nancial information, facsimile applications, da-
tabase updates for public and semi-public spaces
or even interactive multi -media applications with
or without a return channel.

Also, DAB is perfectly suited for deliver-
ing high volume multimedia content, providing
simultaneous reception at all locations and fixed
distribution costs, irrespective of the number of
receivers. Traditional providers can add a vari-
ety of textual or graphic data to their music pro-
gramming - including advertising and lyrics for
"karaoke" applications. But media migration will
mean that newspapers and faxes can also be deliv-
ered by DAB. Traffic, weather and financial in-
formation can also be supplied in this way -
either as text or as speech generated from text.

As providers explore the enormous poten-
tial of this new media, we will see DAB used for
file transfer and software or database updates.
Internet providers will display HTML encoded
information, and interactive applications will also
appear, using a back -channel for feedback, quiz
games, etc. Selected information can be stored in
the DAB receiver for later retrieval

Two types of DAB systems are currently
in use.

1. EUREKA147 DAB - UK, Canada, Germany,
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Russia, etc

2. IBOC DAB - USA only
The most advanced system, both with re-

gard to deployment and to the features offered,
is probably the European Eureka -147 digital audio
broadcasting (DAB) system that is in operation
commercially all over Europe as well as in the
Far East (Singapore, Taiwan), Australia, and
Canada. In the US there is the terrestrial in -hand-

on -channel DAB (IBOC DAB) system, pro-
moted by iBiquity, and the satellite digital audio
radio system (SDARS) by XM Radio and Sirius
Radio. All these systems have in common that
they broadcast digitally, and some of them -

Eureka -147 DAB and IBOC DAB - explicitly
offer data channels.

Eureka -147
The European Eureka -147 DAB utilizes

two datacasting vehicles: Program -associated
data (PAD) and data channels. The PAD feature
allows us to piggyback data onto a broadcast
audio stream. Applications for this include send-
ing the cover image of the currently running
soundtrack but also allows for scrolling text. The
data channel provides a high -bandwidth (up to
384 kb/s per channel) delivery mechanism to the
receivers.

The OSI model for Eureka -I47 DAB speci-
fies seven layers, from the physical layer (actual
radio transmission of the OFDM signal) to the
presentation layer (final conversion and presen-
tation of the broadcast information to the lis-
tener/viewer). An intermediate transport layer
identifies the audio and ancillary data services
and multiplexes them. There are two areas where
such ancillary data may be carried within the
system multiplexer:
1. Fast information channel (FIC): this carries
information about the multiplexer, TMC, pag-
ing, conditional access (encryption), PTY, etc.
2. Main Service Channel (MSC): This can be
used for general data services, including pro-
gram associated data (PAD) - information di -
redly linked to the audio program, such as song
and artist identification, lyrics, and dynamic
range control (DRC) data.

Eureka 147 DAB is a very flexible format.
In particular, the framers of the specification
were careful to include the ability to transmit
data, either alongside and related to the digital
audio, or as separate data broadcasting services.
At the IBC2002 conference, Harris broadcast
company demonstrated the results of a signifi-
cant technological co-operative effort, with the
broadcast of MPEG-4 video over DAB.

To broadcast realtime video on DAB, the
best solution within the DAB specification is to
use internet protocol datagram tunneling. To
achieve this, Harris has developed an IP tunnel-
ing module, compliant with the ETSI TS 101
735 standard. MPEG-4 is rapidly becoming the
preferred format for live streaming. The IBC
demonstration used Envivio Live Broadcaster
(ELB) to perform the MPEG-4 encoding from a
live audio and video source or from pre-recorded
material.

The ELB operates in real time and pro-
vides high quality MPEG-4 files for streaming
by any compliant server.The result is a power-
ful demonstration of the capabilities of MPEG-
4 video over DAB. It features broadcast -quality
source material and encoding, and the receiver is
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